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Recycling is an easy way to 

keep your community 

clean. By having recycling 

and garbage disposal 

made available at a 

community event you are 

not only keeping your 

home litter free and 

appealing to visitors, but 

also contributing to 

keeping our earth safe, 

healthy, and a happy place 

to live today and in the 

future .   
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Greetings From WATCH   

 The Wallaceburg Advisory Team for a Cleaner Habitat (WATCH) is 

dedicated to implementation of green initiatives at local summer events and festivals 

across Chatham Kent by supporting, organizing and maintaining recycling and garbage bins 

during the festivities.  

Founded in 2003 in Wallaceburg Ontario, Canada, through communication and co-

operation with stakeholders and the Municipal Office’s public works department, WATCH is 

able to provide surrounding communities with blue bins, black garbage cans, safety equipment, 

and other supplies necessary for running a recycling project free of cost. The goal of the manual 

is to outline a system that will result in minimal cost, low maintenance and a sustainable 

process for municipalities and event organizers. 

 The pilot project in 2011 was a great opportunity for WATCH to be introduced to the 

successes and challenges of waste diversion issues associated with major community festivals.  

As we learn from past experiences we want to share our knowledge on how to plan, promote, 

implement and evaluate recycling programs at town events. The following manual will offer 

insight and helpful tips on running a program from start to finish, printable check lists, safety 

forms and job outlines for organization leader(s), recycling consultant(s) and volunteers. The 

“Reusable Idea” and “Reusable Information” boxes are intended to give readers suggestions 

that have worked in the past and may be considered as “food for thought” for other 

communities. 

Prioritization of waste management should always follow a specific order of “Zero Waste”, 

“Reduce”, “Reuse” and finally “Recycle” as the least preferred program.  Unfortunately, 

“Recycle” is the only feasible option at this time for our community.  WATCH does not intend to 

lose sight of zero waste as a goal.  Hopefully, the “Zero Waste” option can be addressed at a 

future time. 

 Although provincial waste regulations mostly apply to municipalities, it is imperative to 

have a basic understanding of these regulations, especially when it concerns the well-being of 

the volunteers and participants.  Therefore, the responsibility of the organization in health and 

safety training of its volunteers, who will be handling garbage, has to be embedded in the 

culture of the goals and action items.  This is called “due diligence” and should include 

volunteer workers as well as the normal work force.  
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 This initiative has been a 

collaboration of many different 

organizations which began in 2010.  

In times of municipal budget cuts 

and fiscal restraints, communities 

must become more creative in their 

support of current waste 

minimization and diversion 

programs.   

 

 

This manual has been divided into four sections that reflect the multiple stages of organizing a 

recycling program for events in your area: 

1) Planning 

2) Promoting 

3) Implementing 

4) Debriefing and Evaluating 

Wallaceburg Advisory Team for a Cleaner Habitat (WATCH) welcomes any feedback:  

Kris Lee, Chair 

Sheldon Parsons, Director 

 www.biowatch.ca 

WATCH Special Events 2012 Sponsors:  

 

                              

 

 Canada      

                  

    Esso Sarnia         

 

WATCH Green Ambassador Volunteers, the WDSS Swim Team , and  the July 1
st

 

sponsors sign featuring Internet Kent and Clock Tower Dental. 
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Green Ambassadors 2012: 

 

     

Wallaceburg District Secondary School Swim Team 

Green Ambassador 2012 Sponsors: 

 

                              Dental  

            Clock Tower                    
           

 

    Watson Wealth Management            

      Group-National Bank Financial 
         

 

Special Thanks to:  

Recycling Council of Ontario 

John Jackson, Citizen’s Network on Waste Management 
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Stage1: Planning 

 Do you have a committee of dedicated staff to run the 

 event? 

 Success in the implementation of a recycling program is directly related to the amount 

 of help and support generated from the community. Appoint qualified volunteers to be 

 in charge of specific jobs based on interests, credentials and dedication to the 

 program. 

 For clarity, this manual uses the following terminology: 

 Event Organization/Committee - – This committee hosts the event and may or 

may not have resources to do waste diversion.  Their role would be to out-source 

the waste diversion responsibilities to another party or a subcommittee within their 

own membership.  For Example: Canada Day Committee, WAMBO Committee, 

Kinsmen Ribfest Committee. 

 Recycling Organization/Committee – This committee, subcommittee or 

individual has been designated to focus on waste diversions for the Event 

Organization.  This committee will be in charge of finding others to join, set goals 

and expectations, organize committee meetings and make other executive decisions 

for the co-ordination of the recycling program. 

For Example: WATCH, Boy Scouts, 4H Club, Girl 

Guides. 

 Recycling Co-ordinator- Considered the 

executive assistant or manager.  The individual is in 

charge of directing the day to day operations.   They 

report to the executive contact(s) of the Recycling 

organization for direction and liaise with 

municipality and other stakeholders. 

 Volunteers- Potentially the most valuable part of 

any program, volunteers are key to the 

implementation of a recycling program as they help 

set-up, run, and clean up after the event. Some form 

of recognition is important. 

 Sponsors- Local businesses, other community 

groups, municipalities and corporations can provide in-kind support, expertise or 

grants.   

Reusable Ideas 
WATCH promotes its volunteers by 

calling them “The Green 

Ambassadors”.  The name best 

suits the objectives of community 

pride, collective ownership and 

team work engagement in local 

events. 

 

WATCH was approached by several 

university students to join the 

Green Ambassador Team.   In 

return WATCH provides them with 

a letter of reference. 
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Planning: Volunteer Recruitment 

 Local organizations such as Rotary, 4 H, Kinsmen or 

Optimist clubs and local sports teams can become part of the 

volunteer recruitment program.  High school students need 

volunteer hours for graduation. Senior students may also have the 

opportunity to enhance their resumes. 

 > Volunteer Sign Up Sheet: Customise this sheet to fit different events! 

 The length of the volunteer’s shift depends on many variables.  However, 3 to 5 

hours is most practical.  Volunteers should have an opportunity to also enjoy the 

event with some free time. 

 Hold a face to face safety orientation with volunteers and have them sign off on the 

requirements before the date of the event. If they 

are under the age of 16 parent’s permission is 

required. 

 >Safety Orientation Sheet: This outlines the 

safety requirements and doubles as a contract they 

can sign. 

 Create a clear contact directory including any 

phone numbers and email addresses of those 

participating in the organization and send it to each 

member to ensure effective and efficient 

networking potential.  This directory can become a 

valuable data base tool for future years. 

 Build support from key stakeholders such as local 

businesses, community organizations, facility users, 

facility management, local municipality, and 

cleaning/waste services.   

Planning: Administrative Scope 

 Have the organization leader set out and clearly articulate weekly/monthly goals and 

meetings key to developing the program and target stakeholders. 

 Build support from key stakeholders such as local businesses, community 

organizations, facility management, local municipality, and cleaning/waste services,  

 Determine the scope of the event in terms of attendance, area to be covered and 

types of venues and/or attractions to estimate the size and number of recycling bins. 

 Map a strategic placement for the containers based on resources 

 Set limitations based on resources.  Start small scale. 

Reusable Ideas 

WATCH requires any volunteer under 

the age of 16 to partner with those 16 

years and over. 

Each shift has a half hour overlap in 

case anyone is running late.  The 

previous shift communicates any 

specific details and/or challenges to 

help the next shift solve specific 

problems.  This strategy helps 

promote ownership in the program. 

 

Reusable Idea: 
Volunteers who do not have 

proper clothing can still check 

containers and put in clean 

bags. 

. 
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Reusable Information 

WATCH piloted the project with two events in 2011.  In its second year the initiative 

expanded to four events, in addition to five events with indirect support. 

 How Will You Communicate Your Plan? 

 Have the recycling co-ordinator contact the primary organizer of the event as 

early as possible. 

 Seek approval (as motion if required) from the event organization committee. 

 Approval is easier if an established core pool of volunteers is already in place. 

 Contact the Public Works or other appropriate department through the local 

municipal office and ask to arrange for a meeting to determine if they are able to 

provide any assistance.  

 

Agenda Items should include the following:  

 1) Will they provide any safety equipment or bins, and if so what size bins 

and how many. 

 2) Discuss the logistics of waste collection.  

  3) Determine the gaps between what the municipality can and cannot do. 

  

This includes the following questions: 

 A) Who will transport the containers to the mapped 

 locations prior to the  event? 

 B) Who will provide recycling and garbage bags? 

 C) Where is the central collection point for full bags of 

 recyclables and waste that the volunteers have collected? 

 Who can handle and dispose of the full bags after the 

 event? 

 D) What type of information does the municipality wish to 

 provide for the community during the event? 

 Where will you find your resources? 

 If the municipality cannot supply (enough) bins 

another source, potentially a local service organization, can donate/loan them 

for the event in exchange for sponsorship and/or recognition.  Waste 

management companies and recycling service providers can also be contacted 

for sponsorship or in-kind services/donations. 

Reusable Idea 
For the Municipality of Chatham 

Kent, Event Organization can contact 

WATCH at www.biowatch.ca  

“contact us” for blue recycling bins 

free of charge.   At least three 

months notice is required to 

guarantee availability of bins as they 

are shared and in demand in the 

summer months. 

http://www.biowatch.ca/
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 Sometimes name brand companies  

  such as Coke and Pepsi will sponsor an 

  event and supply recycling bins.  

How will you organize the initiative? 

 Planning: Managing the Physical Area 

 Create a site map of the event or ask the main event  

organizer for a copy as they likely have one outlining  

where food vendors waste/recycling stations are located. 

 Locate the recycling bins and garbage cans next to each other. 

 Arrange for a truck or trailer to take the bins to and from the location. 

Reusable Information 

WATCH uses a trailer or both municipal and volunteer trucks to get bins to and from 

the event. A regular truck bed will hold 4 large blue bins and an extended can                

typically hold 6. 

 Arrange for a location to store the bins overnight or longer in a secure location if 

the festival is more than one day to prevent theft or vandalism.   

 Vehicles are not always permitted at events.  Full bags can be very heavy and/or 

break.  

 Although it is best to choose the collection point hidden from view of the event, 

it must also avoid interference with venues, vendors and general public and be in 

proximity to minimize travel time of the volunteers. 

 Recycling service providers may already collect trash in the location. Contact 

them to determine:   

 if they will pay/charge for 

materials based on quantity 

 if they pick up or require drop 

off 

 if they pick up the bags from 

the venue is there any charge 

how the recycling needs to be 

prepared (loose or bagged) 

Reusable Ideas 
Food vendor areas require strategic 

placement of more bins than other 

areas.  

Use creative ways to secure the blue 

bins overnight.  For example, 

chained to railings or chained 

together. 

Ask a neighbouring business for 

an overnight assistance. 

 

Reusable Idea: 
WATCH was able to find generous 

sponsorship for the Green Ambassador 

members for each event. 
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Planning:  Vendor Outreach 

 Determine the types of vendors and type of garbage/recyclables they produce. 

 Encourage them to remove their recyclables and garbage with them.  However, 

be supportive with issues that arise. 

 Decide whether or not there are enough volunteers and resources to handle 

corrugated cardboard or other packaging as this can be bulky or heavy when 

wet. 

 

Planning:  Volunteer Outreach 

 Reinforce the concept that volunteers are needed before the 

 event opens and after the event has ended. 

 Establish a prominent Booth for volunteers to station at the start and end of 

their shift.   

  Booths should have chairs, water, promotional 

material, supplies such as garbage/recycling bags, and at least 

one volunteer at all times to tend to any visitor inquiries.  

 Outline each volunteer’s tasks and schedule. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Reusable Idea: 
One Day Events: we require vendors to 

manage (take with them) the 

corrugated cardboard and box board. 

Multiple Day Events: we will work with 

the vendors to provide support.  They 

are instructed to flatten and tie the 

fibre. 

Reusable Idea: 
WATCH recycling booth is called “The 

Green Ambassador Tent” and is 

located adjacent to the Tourist 

Information Centre which is an 

efficient and effective way to manage 

and promote the community. 
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Stage 2: Promoting 

How will you raise awareness/support before and during? 

 Sponsorship needs to occur early in the process. 

 Personally visit local businesses and let them know about the program. Make 

recycling posters and ask businesses if they would 

feature one in their windows before and during the 

event that reminds people to recycle. 

 Supply the Event Organizers with media releases for 

their program. 

 Request that Event Organization flyers mention 

recycling or waste diversion as part of its goal. 

 With permission from Event Organizers arrange to 

have a media release featured in the local newspaper or radio.    

 Contact the local radio stations to set up a radio interview either during a 

morning program or news segment. Promote the recycling program using the 5 

W’s (who, what, where, when, why) to raise local awareness. 

 Arrange for a story on the success of the program. 

 Social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and Tumbler are a great way to 

spread word of the event; create a Facebook page for people to join and have 

volunteers post updates on twitter and information on tumbler. 

 Take advantage of a business that is willing to donate giveaways (pens, wrist 

bands, apparel) People love free stuff! 

But make sure all promotional give-aways are 

litter free!!! 

 Volunteers may wish to promote a team shirt or 

specific colours.  However, closed toed shoes (no 

sandals), gloves and safety glasses MUST be worn 

when handling garbage.    

 The Recycling Organizers must be role models for 

use of safety equipment. 

 During the event ask the announcer to remind 

visitors to use the recycling bins. 

 

Reusable Idea: 

WATCH has discovered that 

smaller donations over a two 

year commitment are more 

effective than a larger amount 

for one year. 

 

Reusable Idea 

WATCH hired 2 summer students:  

Recycling Consultant: managed 

the volunteers and physical work 

involved in running the event, 

requiring prior knowledge of the 

community.   

Media Consultant: worked with 

external stakeholders to promote 

the on line manual and the WATCH 

resources, requiring knowledge of 

social media and public relations 
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How will you get stakeholders to participate?  

 Attend meetings with event organizers or go to regularly scheduled committee 

meetings.  Clearly outline the recycling goals and action items as well as the 

limitations.   

 Know the facts: why they should recycle, what has been done in the past, how it 

will benefit them AND their customers/community. 

 Utilize volunteer groups: A school team needs to know how their participation 

will benefit the individual, the team, the school, the community. 

 Aluminum cans or alcoholic drink beverages are incentives that can generate 

income for a team, community group or municipality.   

 Local businesses and professionals may choose to sponsor the sports team or 

community group who chooses to volunteer time at the event. 

 

Reusable Information 

Local businesses sponsored the Green Ambassadors 2012 (WDSS swim team) 

with a donation directly to the high school.  This arrangement proved to be a 

win-win. Canada Day sponsored by Internet Kent and Clock Tower Dental, 

WAMBO sponsored by Watson Wealth Management Group Kinsmen,  

Ribfest sponsored by Homeward Realty 

How will you keep promoting after the event? 

 Use the organization’s website and social media to update progress; include 

upcoming events that will be utilizing the recycling program in the future. 

 Network with other event organizers to set up 

more opportunities for recycling programs.  

 Data collection is important for continual 

improvement in the future.  There are other 

important advantages, such as cost savings to 

municipalities and tax payers because volunteers 

lessen the demands on public works resources.  

More importantly, communities which promote good volunteer involvement are 

seen as vibrant and healthy places to live and work. 

 
 

 

Reusable Idea 
WATCH has a sponsor who loans a golf 

cart and pup trailer so that full bags can 

be easily removed and transported by 

volunteers. 
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Stage 3: Implementing 

How will you organize set up? 

 Implementing: Set Up 

 Arrive early and set up the booth or tent before 

the festival opens to the public.  Once the public 

enters the area, set up becomes less efficient.   

 > Supply Checklist: Review the check list   

carefully. 
 Place recycling/garbage bins in the spots 

indicated on the site map before the event opens. 

It works best to have a designated person drive 

the truck with the bins and the two volunteers in the back ready to unload them. 

 Check that dumpsters are placed off site where agreed during planning phase and 

on public property where they will not irritate visitors but are still close enough to 

access efficiently during the event.  

  

How will you have clear communication?  

 Designate one person in charge during the event so problems and questions can 

be addressed immediately. 

 Call volunteers a few days before to remind them to bring appropriate shoes and 

time for the shift. 

 Post a copy of volunteer schedule where it is visible to everyone.  

 Designate specific duties e.g. who drives the golf cart. Post a copy of the safety 

guidelines where it is visible to everyone. 

 Use cell phones or walkie-talkies to communicate with volunteers who are not at 

the tent.  

How will you collect, handle and dispose of the Recyclables/Waste? 

 Delegate tasks to volunteers:  

o check bins/empty 

when necessary at 

required intervals 

Reusable Ideas: 

Bins are clearly marked – black for 

garbage, blue for cans, bottles, 

glass 

Recycling bins with round openings 

have lift up lids that can be taped shut 

to prevent improper use and over-

flow. 

Reusable Ideas: 

It works best to have a designated 

person drive the truck with the bins 

and the two volunteers in the back 

ready to unload them. 
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o transport waste to dumpster 

 Use a separate area for larger events to hold bags until enough accumulate to 

bring to the dumpster. A good option is to rent bulk storage containers which are 

available in various sizes. 

 Use small motor vehicle such as a golf carts to access closed-in areas. 

 Designate an individual to monitor that 

volunteers follow the outlined safety measures 

when handling the waste and recycling 

including wearing gloves, shoes, and eye 

glasses.  Safety expectations need to be 

embedded in the volunteer orientation stage 

and politely re-enforced during the event.  

 Volunteers under the age of 16 require direct 

adult supervision. 

 Inspect the venue and pick up any loose cans/bottles left behind at the end; if 

bags are full leave them at the end of the isles for final pick up.  

 If the event finishes after dark, a morning sweep of the area may be necessary. 

Can you make time to talk with the vendors? 

 Remind vendors to have their customers recycle any plastic or cans and dispose 

of any waste. 

 Provide vendors who give away packaged items with a bag to catch a littering 

problem before it starts!  For Example: if they hand out chocolate bars or candy. 

 Make time to talk to the food vendors to raise recycling awareness and promote 

it to new customers.  

 Make vendors aware of the closest garbage/recycling to their booth so they can 

relay it to their customers. 

 Give vendors a specific time deadline for final pick up of cardboard or packaging, 

if this is part of the plan.  The reminder will allow the final clean-up to operate 

more efficiently. 

 
      
     Sheldon Parsons (Director) and Brianna Evans  
     (Media Consultant) make time to  talk to the Blazing  
     Barbeque Rib vendor during the Wallaceburg   
     Kinsmen Ribfest 2012.  

Reusable Idea: 
Promote the beauty not the litter, 

“We think of our park as a home.  

Please help us keep it clean.” 

“We want to make a good impression 

on our visitors to this event.  Please 

help us to do that.” 
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Stage 4: Recollect and Evaluate 

What went well? 

 Set a follow up meeting or send out an email to the recycling organization 

members and volunteers in order to outline what worked well during the event. 

 Use this as an opportunity to get input from volunteers on their 

experience/thoughts. 

 Consider things like: 

o How many bags were collected in total?  

o Was it easy to transfer bins and recycling collected 

from point A to point B? 

o Did the tent location work well? 

o Were there enough volunteers and recycling bins? 

What could be improved?  What challenges arose? 

 Utilize the follow up meeting to discuss improvement opportunities. 

 Identify any reports of cuts or injuries, conflicts with scheduling, volunteers who 

did not show up, negative or positive reports from attendees. 

 Document how the above issues were handled and how they could be prevented 

in the future. 

 Take this time to thank the volunteers for their hard work  

What information can be relayed to future Event Organizers? 

 Write a Brief Outline which can be shared with the Event organization, media, 

municipality, and service clubs.  It can become a presentation at Rotary or 

community workshops to further promote environmentally friendly Special 

Events. 

 It is helpful to have everything recorded on paper, including an accident report 

sheet: 

>Accident Repot Sheet 

If you wish to use bins supplied by WATCH fill out a Recycling Tote Use Agreement on-line 

and submit online   e-mail to:     ecowrappin(at)hotmail.com 

 

mailto:ecowrappin@hotmail.com
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Volunteer Sign-Up Sheet 
______________ Name (print clearly)   Phone       Email 
(event title/date)        

3 pm to 6:30  pm _____________________   (16years +) __________________     _____________ 

     _____________________  __________________  _____________ 

     _____________________  __________________   _____________ 

 

6pm to 9:30 pm _______________________(16 years +) _________________  _____________ 

  _______________________  _________________  _____________ 

  _______________________  _________________  _____________ 

 

9 pm to finish _______________________(16 years +) _________________  _____________ 

  _______________________  _________________  _____________ 

  _______________________  _________________  _____________ 
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SAFETY ORIENTATION  
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AS SAFETY IS VERY IMPORTANT. 

1.   Any volunteers under 16 years of age must be accompanied by someone 16 or older when 

participating at an event.    If eyewear or gloves are too big, the volunteer may not work with 

recyclables or waste.  It is advised that those individuals be given other duties that do not require 

protective equipment. 

2.   How to properly wear personal protective equipment  (PPE) will be reviewed during the orientation 

meeting.  The PPE’s and gloves will be provided and must be worn while performing volunteer duties 

related to recycling and waste.   Types of PPE’s may vary depending on the event.   For example:  Safety 

eyewear and gloves must be worn at all times.  Safety vests and other clothing may be worn when 

appropriate. 

3.  No sandals or open toed shoes if handling recyclables and wastes. 

4.   When bags are pulled out of the containers: 

a) tip the container on its side before pulling out the bags 

b) do not push down on the bag before sealing as it may contain sharp objects which can puncture skin 

c)  if the bag breaks and no glass or sharp items are present, use gloves to restore items to a new bag 

d) if something looks suspicious do not touch including dead animals.  Inform WATCH or works 

department 

e) glass or sharp metal should not be handled.  It is best to use a shovel or tongs to pick up.   

5.  Never stick hands inside the garbage or recycling container. Do not sort items once in the bins. 

6.  If you are injured eg. cut, scrape inform WATCH and/or supervisor immediately.  Wash with soap and 

clean water.   Use a hand wash solution.   

7.  If the event has traffic, a reflective vest must be worn for visibility. 

Other consideration: 

1.  Some individuals may not share your enthusiasm for recycling or use of proper containers.   Be 

courteous.  Do not engage in a debate.  Smile politely.  Be courteous. 

2.  Good phrases to use:  “May I help you with get that container into a recycling bin?” 

“It’s great to see everyone helping to keep our event litter free.” 

“Thank you for recycling”….”for keeping things clean” 

“Hi, I’m with the …..team.    Our team has decided to help keep this event litter free and with the 

recycling” 

I have reviewed the above information.  If I have any questions I know who to ask. 

______________________________________      _________________ _________________________ 

Signature (If under 16 parent must sign)   Date  Phone and Email 
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Supply Check List 
Safety Equipment 
-Gloves                -Running shoes 
-Safety glasses  -Safety Vest 
-Long pants 

 

Blue Recycling Bins & Black Garbage Bins  

Transportation during event> golf cart, wagon   

First Aid Kit & Sunscreen  

Tent  

Chairs & Small Table  

Signage-e.g. sponsor signs  

Water  

Extra Recycling and Garbage Bags  

Volunteer schedule   

Safety Rules  

  

 

Accident Report 

Date of Accident. 
What Happened? 

What was done to tend to the 
injured party?  
Used St. John’s Ambulance?  

How will the same issue 
be prevented in the 
future? 
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Wallaceburg Advisory Team for a Cleaner Habitat 

Festival Greening Project 

submit by email to ecowrappin(at)hotmail.com 

Recycling Tote Use Agreement 

Between Watch 

-and- 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Organization 

-as represented by- 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Name (Print)      Name (Signature) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Address          Postal Code 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Phone Contact(s) 

 

The tote use agreement is between WATCH and the above named organization for loan of the 

following recycling equipment to be used for recycling at a Festival or Event. 

Recycling Totes (Large)   Number of Totes loaned (        ) 

Recycling Totes (Small)   Number of Totes loaned (         ) 

Trailer (check list attached)   Driver’s License #  _________________ 

 

Picked Up  ________________________________________________ 

Returned   ________________________________________________ 

mailto:ecowrappin@hotmail.com
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Copy Distribution White – WATCH Yellow – Office Blue & Pink – USER 

Wallaceburg Advisory Team for a Cleaner Habitat 
Festival Greening Project 

Trailer Checklist 

 

The following visual checklist is to be completed prior to accepting the trailer for use: 

1. No visual damage is evident to the trailer components (if any damage is evident, it is to 

be recorded here and initialed) 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

The following checks are to be performed before every use of the trailer: 

1. License plate is attached to the tail gate 

2. Tires inflated to proper level 

3. Tires are in road worthy condition 

4. All lights and signals are operable 

5. Tail gate is up and secured 

6. Storage cover is closed and locked 

7. Totes and cargo are secured 

8. Chains are connected to the tow vehicle  

9. If tow vehicle is capable of trailer braking the 7-pin connecter is to be used 

10. Hitch is secured 


